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AN ERDOS-WLNTNER THEOREM FOR DIFFERENCES
OF ADDITIVE FUNCTIONS

ADOLF HILDEBRAND

ABSTRACT. An Erdos-Wintner type criterion is given for the convergence of

the distributions Dx(z) = [x]_1#{l < n < x: f(n + 1) - /(ra) < z}, where /

is a real-valued additive function. A corollary of this result is that an additive

function /, for which f(n + 1) - /(ra) tends to zero on a set of density one,

must be of the form / = A log for some constant X. This had been conjectured

by Erdos.

1. Introduction. Let / be a real-valued additive function, and for x > 1 define

the distribution functions

(1.1) Fx(z) = -L#{1 < n < x: f(n) < z}.

About 50 years ago, Erdos and Wintner [9] proved their celebrated theorem which

states that, as x —► oo, the distributions (1.1) converge weakly towards a limit

distribution, if and only if the three series

y  IM       y i     T  —,
i/(p)i<i  y        \i(p)\>iy   i/(p)i<i F

each taken over the sequence of primes in their natural order, converge. This

result, and the equally well-known theorem of Erdos and Kac [8], were the earliest

examples of limit theorems for additive functions, and had a great influence on the

development of what is now called probabilistic number theory; see, for example,

the books of Kubilius [14] and Elliott [4, 5].

The main purpose of this paper is to prove an analogue of the Erdos-Wintner

theorem for the differences f(n + 1) — f(n) of an additive function, i.e., to give a

necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of the distributions

(1.2) Dx(z) = iy#{l < n < x: f(n + 1) - f(n) < z}.
[x]

Elliott [3] proved a result of this type under the assumption that the distributions

Dx(z) have bounded mean and variance as x —* oo. The general case, however, had

up to now been an open problem (see, e.g., [1, p. 110; 5, p. 334, problem 11]).

THEOREM 1. The distributions Dx(z) converge weakly towards a limit distri-

bution D(z), as x —» oo, if and only if there exists a real number X such that the
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function h = f — X log satisfies

(U, E    K*<oc, £    i<oo.
|ft(p)|<l      ^ IMp)I>i

// this condition is satisfied, then the characteristic function of the limit distribution

D(z) is given by

cm.      ^-n(i-M>-i)^\
An outline of the proof will be given in §2. The sufficiency of conditions (1.3)

is in fact known (cf. [1, p. 110]), and can be proved in a routine manner, but for

completeness we shall give a proof in §3. We shall use the characteristic function

method, which has the advantage of yielding, without extra effort, formula (1.4)

for the characteristic function of the limit distribution. The proof of the necessity

of conditions (1.3) turns out to be much more difficult and forms the core of this

paper.

We remark that conditions (1.3) are known to be necessary and sufficient for

the convergence of the distributions Fx(z - a(x)) with suitable centering constants

a(x) (cf. Theorem 7.1 in [4]). Thus, the convergence of the distributions Dx(z) is

equivalent to that of Fx(z — a(x)) with suitable a(x). This is in fact to be expected

from probabilistic considerations.

Theorem 1 has an application to the problem of characterizing additive functions

as multiples of the logarithm. Beginning with Erdos [7], a number of authors have

found conditions on an additive function / which imply that / is of the form

/ = A log for some constant A. Erdos [7] showed that if / is either monotonic or

satisfies f(n + 1) — f(n) = o(l), as n —► oo, then / = A log for some A. Moreover,

he conjectured that the latter condition could be weakened to

(1.5) lim i£|/(„ + i)-/(n)| = 0.
x—>oo X *-~*

n<x

This was later proved by Katai [13] and Wirsing [15]. For a survey of these and

related results see Chapter 11 in [6]. From Theorem 1 we can deduce the following

result that had also been conjectured by Erdos [7].

COROLLARY. // / is a real-valued additive function such that f(n + 1) — f(n)

tends to zero, as n tends to infinity through a set of density one, then there exists

a real number X such that f = X log.

It is easy to see that condition (1.5) implies that of the corollary. Thus the

corollary contains the Katai-Wirsing result.

To derive the corollary, we note that under the stated condition the distributions

Dx(z) converge to the degenerate distribution which has point mass one at the

origin. Thus, by the theorem, there exists a real number A such that (1.3) holds for

h = f - X log, and the characteristic function of the limit distribution is given by

(1.4). In order for the limit distribution to be the indicated degenerate distribution,

this characteristic function has to be identically one. Since each factor in the

product (1.4) is, in absolute value, at most 1, and equal to 1 for all t if and only if
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h(pm) = 0 for all m > 1, the function h must be identically zero, i.e., we must have

/ = A log, as claimed.

2. Outline of the proof. As mentioned in the introduction, we shall use for

the proof the characteristic function method. According to the continuity theorem

in probability theory the distributions Dx(z), defined in (1.2), converge weakly to-

wards a limit distribution D(z), if and only if the associated characteristic functions

^(t) = _L £Vt(/(n+l)-/(n))

W n<x

converge pointwise towards the characteristic function (p(t) of D(z). Moreover, if

this condition is satisfied, then the convergence of <px(t) is uniform on any bounded

t-interval.

The problem therefore essentially reduces to that of finding necessary and suffi-

cient conditions for the existence of the mean value

(2.1) lim <px(t)=  lim - V e«(/<«+i)-/(")>
x—>oo x—>oo x z—'

n<x

for every t. Since, for fixed t, the function g(n) = exp(itf(n)) is a multiplicative

function of modulus 1, one might try to attack this problem by finding necessary

and sufficient conditions for the existence of the mean value

(2.2) lim -£ff(n + ltefr),
x—.oo x l-~'

n<x

when g is a general multiplicative function of modulus 1. As far as the "sufficiency"

part is concerned, this approach is successful. In §3 we shall establish the following

general result and deduce from it the sufficiency of conditions (1.3) as well as

formula (1.4) in Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. Let g be a multiplicative function of modulus 1, and suppose that,

for some real number a, we have

(2.3) Eu-g(Py°i2<0c,
'—' p
p

Then the limit (2.2) exists and is equal to

It appears to be much more difficult to obtain necessary conditions for the exis-

tence of the mean value (2.2), and we have not been able to do so. The following is

a plausible, but probably very deep, conjecture. If true, it would easily imply the

"necessity" part of Theorem 1.

CONJECTURE. Let g be a multiplicative function of modulus 1, and suppose that

the mean value (2.2) exists and is nonzero. Then there exists a real number a for

which (2.3) holds.

For the application to Theorem 1, this conjecture can be avoided, and a weaker

result, namely Theorem 3 below, used instead. The idea is to take full advantage
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of the fact that, assuming the convergence of the distributions Dx(z), we know

the existence of the mean value (2.2) for an entire class of functions g(n) (namely

g(n) = exp(itf(n))), depending on a continuous parameter t, moreover that the

convergence in (2.2) is uniform with respect to this parameter on any bounded

interval, and finally that the limit function tends to 1, as t —► 0.

Roughly speaking, Theorem 3 asserts that if g(n + 1) — g(n) is small on average

over n < x (which will be the case if |<?| = 1 and - ^2n<x g(n + l)g(n) is close to

1), then the sum

(,5, E^«
p<x

is either bounded in absolute terms for some (not too large) a, or is very large

for a = 0. By applying this result with g(n)nia in place of g(n), we shall deduce

that under the same assumptions the sum (2.5) is either bounded for some a in

the range |a| -C log x or very large for all values a in (roughly) the same range. A

precise statement of this variant is given as Theorem 3* in §6.

To derive the "necessity" part of Theorem 1, we shall apply this with g(n) =

e'O'(ra), Assuming the existence of a limit distribution for Dx(z), the quantity

** W 4E e<t/((n+1)"/(n)) = r^E^+ «
'      n<x '   ' n<x

will be close to 1, provided t is sufficiently small and x sufficiently large. Hence, for

such values of t and x, say |r-| < to and x > xo, the sum

_.    |1_ eitf(p)rjia\'2

(2.6) £ ]1     6        P   '
P<x V

will be either absolutely bounded for some a, |a| <C logx, or very large for all a

in this range. However, since the first alternative holds trivially for t = 0, it must

remain valid by continuity for all t, ]t\ < to- (This continuity argument is crucial

for the success of our method, and would not be possible if we would work with

a fixed multiplicative function, rather than a family of multiplicative functions.)

The sums (2.5) therefore are uniformly bounded for |t| <t0,x> xo, with suitably

chosen numbers a = ct(t,x) satisfying |a| -C logx. The completion of the proof is

then relatively easy. One shows first that for each t, \t] < to, there exists a fixed

number a = a(t) such that the infinite sum ^p |1 - elt^p^p'a\2/p is bounded, next

that a(t) must be of the form a(t) = Xt for some real number A and all rational t,

\t\ < t0, and finally that conditions (1.3) must hold for h = f - A log.

THEOREM 3. There exists an absolute positive constant c with the following

property. Let x > 2 and let g be a multiplicative function of modulus 1 and satisfying

(") inf    E /Pl   > I-
m>0

Suppose that

(2.8) sup    l-Y,]9(n + l)-g(n)]<8
x»<y<x V n<y
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holds with some real number 6 satisfying

(2.9) (logx)-1/2 < r5 < 1/3.

Then we have either

(2.10) min   £ l1-^"*'2 < c

or

p<x

An assumption like (2.7) seems to be unavoidable in our approach, but the result

is perhaps true without this hypothesis. At any rate, in the application to the proof

of Theorem 1, this assumption is easily verified.

The proof of Theorem 3 is based on the arithmetic version of the large sieve,

applied with an = g(n). Crucial in the proof is the fact that the standard bound

provided by the large sieve can be improved, if it is known that g(n + 1) — g(n) is

small in some average sense. This observation was first made in [10], and was used

there to derive some consequences of the assumption that g(n) = g(n +1) holds for

"most" n in the case g is a completely multiplicative function with values ±1.

We shall prove Theorem 3 in §§4 and 5, and in §6 we shall deduce from it the

"necessity" part of Theorem 1.

3. Proof of Theorem 1: Sufficiency part. As mentioned in the previous

section, the proof depends on Theorem 2, which we shall prove first. It suffices to

prove the result for a = 0; the general case can be deduced from this by setting

g*(n) = g(n)nia and noting that neither the existence of the limit (2.2), nor its

value, are affected if we replace g(n) by g*(n).

We fix a multiplicative function g of modulus 1 and suppose that (2.3) holds

with a = 0, i.e. that

(3.1) ^ll-g{p)f =2ReJ21-g{p]<oo.
p p

It is easily seen that this implies the convergence of the infinite product (2.4) with

a = 0. For r > 2, we define "truncated" multiplicative functions gr by setting

f g(pm)    if p < r,
9r(pm)=\  , ./-

(1 if p > r.

Suppose that L(u) is a slowly oscillating function of modulus 1, i.e., a function

satisfying

|L| = 1, sup  \L(tu) — L(u)\ —> 0       (u —> oo).
l<t<2

Then, as x —* oo,

- E 9(n + l)gjn) = -J2g{n+ l)L(n + l)g(n)L(n) + o(l)
n<x n<x

= l- Y,9r(n+ l)g~An) +0 j \ £ ]gr(n) - g(n)L(n)] \+o(l).
n<x \      n<x J
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Thus, to obtain the desired conclusion, it suffices to show that

(32)       x^jE^n + l)g^) = U^-l^^-l)^E9^)
n<x p<r  \ V ' m>l     y        J

holds for each r > 2, and further that, with a suitable choice of the function L(n),

(3.3) hm   hm - J^ \gT(n) - g(n)L(n)\ = 0.
r—.oo x—>oo X *-^

n<x

For the proof of (3.2) we define a multiplicative function hT by

.   , m,     j 9(pm) ~ Oip"1'1)    (P<r),

hr P       = \   r, (    ^    \10        (p > r),

so that gr = l*hr. We have

l-Yjgr(n + l)g7{n)=l-   E   hMhAdT)  £  1
n<x d,d'<x n<x

d\n+l

d'\n

=   E   ̂ E + of|ElMcOMd')ll.
d,d'<x      ' \ d,d'<x y

(d,d') = l

The error term is bounded by

<i(EiM„G)"3)2^-n(1+E^)2.
\d>l J p<r  \ m>l      y J

and hence tends to zero as x —► oo. A similar argument shows that, as x —► oo, the

main term approaches

v hMhAF) ̂ ul   sr M?m)   v hrW)\
d,d'>l P<r   \ m>l m>l      r J

(d,d') = l

P<r   \ m>l      y J

P<r  V m-1 /

which reduces to the product in (3.2).
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To prove (3.3), we apply first Cauchy's inequality, getting

I \ E !»'(") - 9(n)L(n)\ J    < \ E |ffr(n) - g(n)L(n)]2
\      n<x J n<x

(3.4) = - E 2 Re(1 ~ ff(")L(n)ffr(n))
n<x

<2 i_^)^ff(„)^) +0(1),
ra<x

where in the last relation we used our assumption that the function L(n) is a slowly

oscillating function. By a well-known theorem of Halasz (cf. Theorem 6.2 in [4])

we have, in view of assumption (3.1) and the definition of gr,

lErf-STO- n H)(' + E*?)+°w
n<x r<p<x  ^ '     \ m=l /

= eJE£<£Lzl}+0(I)+(,(1),
^r<p<x J

as x —► oo. If we now define L(x) by

L(x)=exp|-ilm E ^^4,
^ r<p<max(2r,x) J

which is clearly a slowly oscillating function, then we get

Bin"  Irm"   l - ^1 y g(n)'^n)  = hm   1 - exp j -ReV 1 " g(p) 1  =0.
r—>oo x—»oo X      ^—' r—>oo ^—' p

n<x ^ p>r ^

This together with (3.4) proves (3.3), and hence completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem l: Sufficiency. Suppose that / is a real-valued
additive function and that (1.3) holds for h = f — A log with some real number

A. We have to show that the mean value (2.1) exists for every real t, is given by

the formula (1.4) and is continuous at t = 0. From (1.3) it readily follows that for

every t

|l_cit/(p)_-ttA|2

>    J- < 00.

p      p

Thus, applying Theorem 2 with g(n) = e!t-^n' and a = —tX, we infer that, for

every t, the limit (2.1) exists and is equal to the product (1.4). The continuity of

the function (1.4) at t = 0 is a consequence of the relation

,. ™i-e«*(p) i        |i_c«i(j>)|2
hm Re >    -= lim - >   --l- = 0,
t—o      ■^        p t—o 2*-" p

p p

which in turn follows from assumption (1.3).
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4. Proof of Theorem 3: Preliminary estimates. Throughout this section

we fix a multiplicative function g of modulus 1. We set, for x > 1,

n<x

8W=E~^.
P<x y

d(x) = ^Yl\9(n+I)- g(n)\,
*^ ^r

n<x

and denote by ma(x), sa(x), and da(x) the corresponding quantities with g(n)

replaced by g(n)n'a. The constants implied in the notations "0" and "-C" are

understood to be absolute, and thus, in particular, independent of g.

The first lemma shows that the quantity da(x) is, to a large degree, independent

of a.

LEMMA 1.   For x > 1 and real a we have

dQ(x) = d(x) + o(|-|log(|-|+2)).
VI x I       Mai       / /

PROOF. We have

da(x) = - E \9(n + 1)0 + l),a - 9(n)nta]

n<x

= 1-E\9(n^)-9(n)\+o(1-Z   (* + i)" " * )

= d(x) + oUj:min(\^\,l)\
V      n<x /

= d(x) + o(|f|log(|£| + 2)),

as asserted.

The next lemma implies that sums of the type sa(x) cannot be small for two

values of a, \a\ < x, unless these values are very close to each other.

LEMMA 2.   Let x > 3 and suppose that the inequality

y |l-g(p)p'^|2 ^K

Z—' p
exp((logx)'/10)<p<x

holds for some K < ^ log logx and two real numbers aj (j = 1,2) satisfying

\cxj] < x.  Then we have

\ay -a2\ <e2K/logx.

PROOF.    We may assume that x is sufficiently large for otherwise the esti-

mate holds trivially in view of the bound |e*j| < x.  Let y = exp((logx)1/10) and
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A = a2 — ay. Under the hypothesis of the lemma we have

r. v 1^45; li^fl!
^ p 2   ^ p

2/<p<x y<p<x

_1   V>   |g(p)ptQl-g(p)pta2l2

(4-1) "2   L. p
y<p<x

<   y-   \9(p)Ptai - ll2       y-   |l-g(p)p^|2 <2Jf

y<p<x y<p<x

We express the left-hand side of (4.1) in terms of the zeta function. Using the

estimate

c(S) = exp|E^ + 0(l)j

(p<ei/("-n   ^ J

which is valid for all s = a + it with cr > 1, we get

,it<.   " ri«)t(»i-«A)
where

1 ,1,1
CTi = 1 + i-' ^2 = 1 + ;-= 1 + 71-TTTTrT-logx log y (logx)1'10

Since, for 1< a < 2 and |*| < 2,

log|c(cr + ^)| = log -J—- +0(1),
cr — 1 +it

we obtain in the case |A| < 2

r~fr       P 1 - »A/(<T2 - 1)(4 2) y<p<x       r i\ *       i

, 1 - iAlogx _.„.

= ,0gI^Alio7x^7Io+0(1)-

If |A| < (logx)"1/10, then (4.1) and (4.2) imply |A| < e2K/logx, which is the

asserted bound. But if (logx)_1/1° < |A| < 2, then using (4.1), (4.2) and our

assumption K < ^ log log x, we conclude

& log logx < 2AT + 0(1) < i log logx + 0(1),

which is a contradiction, provided x is sufficiently large, as we may assume.

It remains to show that the case |A| > 2 cannot occur. Here we use instead of

(4.2) the bound

Re  E   ̂ ^^og^ + CHD-ReE^-E1
y^<x      P l°Sy k*   P       kvP

= ^-^-log]c(ay-iA)]+0(l),
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where ay is defined as before. By Vinogradov's bound (cf. [12, p. 70])

|c(cr + z-t)|«(log|i|)2/3        (<7>1, |*| > 2)

and the definition of y, the last expression is

> floglogx-floglog|A|+0(l)

>^loglogx + 0(l),

since 2 < |A| = \ay —a2\ < 2x by hypothesis. Combining this with (4.1), we obtain

^ log log x < 2K + 0(1) < jL log fog x + O(l),

which yields the desired contradiction for sufficiently large x. Hence the lemma is

proved.

The next lemma constitutes the principal tool in the proof of Theorem 3. It

states roughly that m(x) is close to g(p)m(x/p) on average over primes p < y/x,

the error being measured in terms of d(x). A result of this type was first proved in

[10].

LEMMA 3.   Let x > z2 > 1.  Then we have

E    - m(x) - g(p)m I ̂  J    <^- + zd(x).
z<P<V* '

PROOF. The estimate can be derived from the arithmetic version of the large

sieve. We omit the details, since the argument is essentially the same as in the

proof of Lemma 1 in [10].

LEMMA 4.   Given x > 1 there exists a real number a = a(g; x) satisfying

(4.3) |a| « l/|m(x)|,

such that for 1 < t < x1/30 we have

(4.4) m(j) =m(x)tia+o(   max    d(y)1/4 + x'1/100) .
\t/ \x2/3<y<x /

PROOF. The proof depends on Lemma 3 and the following result, which is

Lemma 2 in [11]:

Let Q > 2, K > 10 and ap, Q < p < QK, be complex numbers of modulus 1. Let

<p(t) be a complex-valued function defined for 1 < t < Q2K, and suppose that for

some e > 0 the inequalities

(4.5) \4>(t') - 4>(t)\ < e       (l<i<«'<«(l + Q-1/3)<Q2if)

and

(4.6) E     -\4>(t)-(h4>{tp)\<e\ogK       (l<t<QK)
Q<p<QK P

hold.  Then there exists a real number a satisfying ]a] < Q and such that

(4.7) <P(t)=<t>{I)tia+0(e)        (l<t<Q),

where the O-constant is absolute.
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We apply this result with Q = x1/30, K = 10, av = g(p) and <p(t) = m(x/t).

The trivial estimate

m(y(l + h)) = I±lim(y) + ol±       E       l)
(4.8) VV y<n<y(l+h)   J

= m(y) + O (- + h J        (y>l, 0 < h < 1)

shows that hypothesis (4.5) holds for any e satisfying e > cyx~1/100 with a suffi-

ciently large (absolute) constant cy. Moreover, by Cauchy's inequality, the left-hand

side of (4.6) is

<(     £      i|m(£)-9(p)m (£)[')"'(     E      i)"°,
\xl/30<p<a.l/3  ^ V   r/ J ^xl/30<p<xl/3  rj

and applying Lemma 3 with x/t in place of x and z = min(d(x/t)~1^2, x1//30), we

get the bound
<    max    d(yY'A + x-ll&0

x2/3<y<x

for 1 < t < x1/3. Therefore, if we put

e = c2(   max    d(y)^4 + x'1^00)
\x2/3<y<x )

with a sufficiently large constant c2, then both (4.5) and (4.6) are satisfied, and

we obtain from (4.7) the asserted estimate (4.4) with a suitable real number a

satisfying |a| < x1/30.

It remains to prove the bound (4.3) for a. We may assume that x is sufficiently

large and |a| > 1, for otherwise (4.3) holds for trivial reasons. Applying (4.4) with

t = 1 + l/|a| < 2 and taking into account (4.8), we obtain

"M + ° (fi) = m (rTT7H) = m{x) ('+ h)" + 0(£)'
This relation can only hold if either |m(x)| <C l/|a| or |m(x)| 4C e. In the first case

(4.3) follows. In the second case both sides of (4.4) are of order 0(e). Hence (4.4)

remains valid for any real number a, and we can trivially satisfy (4.3) and (4.4) by

taking a = 0 in this case.

LEMMA 5. Let x > 2 and suppose that (2.8) holds for some 6 satisfying (2.9).

Then we have, for x36/2 <y<x,

\m(y)\ = \m(x)\ + 0(61'5).

PROOF. By (2.8) and (2.9) we have, for xz6'2 < Xy < x,

max     cf(j/)1/4+x1-1/100«51/4.

*?/3<!/<Zi

Lemma 4 therefore yields

|m(y)| = |m(x1)|+0(51/4),

whenever x3*/2 < xy < x and x29/30 < y < xy. The result follows by iterating this

estimate.
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LEMMA 6.   Let x > 2 and suppose that (2.8) holds for some 6 satisfying (2.9).

Suppose further that the function g satisfies (2.7).  Then we have

(4.9) exp(-is(x))«:|m(x)| + (51/5.

PROOF. We define the Dirichlet series

n>l p    Y m>l    y        J

Setting a = 1 + l/(\fllo%x), we have

K--**H$l-n|('*£^) (>-£)■
Here the product taken over the primes p > 3 can be written as

= exp(-Re  E   ±^+0(1)1
l P<*^ P J

l p<x^ y )

and hence is bounded by

» exp (-|s(x)) .

Moreover, in view of assumption (2.7), the factor p = 2 in this product is

>1+y9jn_f:(±__L)
m=l m=l  ^ '

= l+E*g?+0<*-l>
m=l

aj+0(w^H+0((id^)'
and therefore is bounded away from zero, if x is sufficiently large, as we may assume.

Thus, the left-hand side of (4.9) is <C \(a - l)G(<r)|, and it remains to show that

(4.10) |(cT-l)G(cr)|<|m(x)| + <51/5.

By partial summation we get

|G(a) = Lf°m(y)§|« [°° \m(y)\%.
I Ji y \    Ji y

We estimate the integral using the bound

|m(2/)|<|m(x)| + 51/5
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from Lemma 5, if x36/2 < y < x, and the trivial bound |m(y)| < 1 otherwise. This

gives

K»wi«r a-wi+^i+fr^+r)*
jx3«/2 2/CT    yyx        jx y ya

< -^—(\m(x)\ + 61'5) +logx3*/2 + ^-
CT — 1 CT — 1

=     1    {|TO(x)| + ^/« + |v^ + e-i/VJ}j
CT — 1 /

which proves (4.10) and hence the lemma.

5. Proof of Theorem 3: Completion. In this section we fix a multiplicative

function g of modulus 1 and numbers x > 2 and 6 > 0, for which hypotheses (2.7),

(2.8) and (2.9) of Theorem 3 are satisfied. We may assume that 6 < So and x > xo,

where <S0 and xq are arbitrary, but fixed positive constants, for if S > So or x < xo

then the conclusion of the theorem is trivially valid with a sufficiently large constant

c.

We suppose that (2.11) fails, so that, with the notation introduced in the previous

section,

(5.1) S(x)<|log(l/6).

We shall show that this implies (2.10) with an appropriate choice of the constant

c. More precisely, we shall show that if a = a(g; x) is defined as in Lemma 4, then,

assuming 6 < So and x > Xo, we have

(5.2) ]a\ < 1/(5

and

(5.3) sa(x) < 1,

the implied constant being absolute. This clearly implies (2.10).

For the proof of (5.2) we note that by (4.3) |a| <C l/|m(x)|, while Lemma 6 and

(5.1) imply, for S < S0,

(5.4) |m(x)| » exp (-±s(x)) > S1/6.

Combining these two estimates yields (5.2) for sufficiently small S.

The proof of (5.3) rests mainly on Lemma 3. The basic idea is to replace in

the estimate of Lemma 3 m(x/p) by m(x)pia, then factor out m(x) on the left-

hand side, and bound |m(x)| from below using (5.4). However, if we would do so

immediately, estimating the difference m(xjp) — m(x)pta by means of Lemma 4,

we would get too large an error term. We shall therefore use instead of m(y) a

smoother function m(y) which satisfies essentially the same estimate as m(y), but

for which m(x/p) is sufficiently close to m(x)pia for the argument to go through.

We define m(y) by

m(y) = ̂ -rm(y-)t-^,
Ky'     logx, A W; i'
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where xy = x1/60.   From estimate (4.4) of Lemma 4 we obtain, in view of the

assumptions (2.8) and (2.9),

i      rXi dt
(5.5) m(x) = —f— /    (m(x) + 0(S1'4))- = m(x) + 0(S1'*),

lOgXl  Jy t

so that by (5.4)

(5.6) |m(x)| > exp (-%s(x)) > c51/6,

provided S < So- Moreover, if 1 < y < xy, then

m(X-)=-±- r m (±) t-dl = £- r m fl) ,-«■*
\yj      logxi Jy        \ytj t      logxy Jy \U t

(5.7) =m(x)yia+o(^-   max   \m(^)\)
K   ' \logXi l<t<yx, I       \t/\j

= m(x)yia + o(J^\m(x)\y

where the last estimate follows from Lemma 5, (5.5) and (5.6).

We now show that, for 1 < z < x1/3,

(5.8) V     - m(x) - g(p)m [ -)     < - + zS.
^U3P \PJ z

z<p<x''-i

Thus, the function m(y) satisfies an estimate of the same type as that of Lemma

3. The proof of (5.8) rests on the inequality

si^t/'|"'(i)-!'w'"(|;)| t-

This gives for the left-hand side of (5.8) the bound

z<p<xl'i

which by Lemma 3 and (2.8) is

<C —V z  max  d I - ) < —I- ^rr5,
Z l<t<n      \t I Z

as required.

By (5.7) we have, for p < xy,

\m(x)]2]l - g(p)Pia]2 « fn(x) - g(p)m (-)    + m (z) ~ MW

(\    2 ,2

-)   +7^r^-\™(x)\2,
PJ fog    Xj
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which together with (5.8) yields

lm{x){2    J2    |1~9(p)pta|2«-+^ + |m(x)l2
p z

z<p<x,

for 1 < z < Xy. If we now restrict z further by

(5.9) 1 < z < <r1/3,

then this estimate simplifies to

v^    |l-0(p)piQ|2       1,—, ,,_2     ,

E -—-fIL-L<-M*)\  +1-
2<P<X]

and estimating |rn(x)| by (5.6), we obtain

(5.10) E    |1-g(p)pm|2«lexp(5(x)) + l.
*—* p z

z<P<x,

Note that, by (2.9), we have

o-1/3<(logx)1/6<x1/60 = x1,

if x is sufficiently large (as we may assume), so that (5.9) is indeed stronger than

the condition 1 < z <xy.

The remainder of the argument is based on the estimate (5.10). We first apply

(5.10) with z = Zo = S~1/3. Using the bound (5.6), we obtain

,.„,             v^     \i-g(p)pia\2      ,     exp(s(x))      ,     (T1/3      ,
5.11 V-yKy,y   '    < 1 +     yK K " < 1 + -r-r= < 1

z0<p<x,

and hence

(5.12) sQ(x)<l+ E -<loglogQV
p<20

This bound falls short of the desired bound (5.3), but it is stronger than the bound

(5.1) for s(x), we started out with. We shall therefore repeat the above argument

with the function g(n)n'a in place of g(n).

We first check that hypotheses (2.7), (2.8) and (5.1), which we have used, remain

satisfied for the function g(n)nia. In the case of the first hypothesis, this is clear.

Moreover, by Lemma 1 and (5.2) we have, for x6 < y < x,

da(y) = d(y)+o(^ log (HI+2))

=«+°(i)=*)+0(i)'

Thus, in view of (2.9), hypothesis (2.8) remains valid for g(n)nia, if we replace S by

S' = 26, say, and assume that x > xo, as we may. Finally, by (5.12), condition (5.1)

holds also with sa(x) in place of s(x) and 8' in place of 6, provided that 6 < t\).

Arguing as before, we therefore conclude that for some real number a' satisfying

(5.2)' |tt'| < 1/6' = 1/26
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we have

*-^    11 - a(v)vi<-a+a'h2       1
(5.10)' E -l-<^-exp(sa(x)) + l,

2<p<Xl

under the condition

(5.9)' 1 < z < (6')-l'z = (26)~1'z.

Moreover, with z'0 = (8')~1^3 we have

v^     11 -9(p)pi(Q+Q,)l2(5.n)' E   —-^-L < 1-
z'0<P<xi

By Lemma 2 we deduce from (5.11) and (5.11)' that

(5.13) \a'\<£l/(logxy).

Note that the hypotheses of Lemma 2 are satisfied, if x is sufficiently large, since

then

z'o < zo = <T1/3 < (logx)1/6 < expOogxO1/10

and

|Qf| < \ <(logxY'2 <xy,       \a + a'\<- + -^<xy.

In view of (5.13) we can replace a' by 0 in (5.10)', the error being

V^ |pia'-l|2       .  /l2 v^ log2p      .  /l2l    2« E  - ^ ia I E ~^ ^ ia I log Xi < L
p<xi P^^i

We therefore obtain, for z satisfying (5.9)',

(5.14) E    '1-ya'2«lexp(SQ(x)) + l.

z<P<xi

We now choose z in the interval (5.9)' such that

(5-15) E    '^y - k(*)   < 2.
^ P ~

z<p<x.

In view of (5.11), this is possible unless sa(x) <C 1, in which case there is nothing

to prove. We then have

\sa(x) < E - + G(l) < 41oglog(2 + 2) + 0(1),
2 P<zP

so that

(5.16) exp(sa(x)) <£ (log(* + 2))8.

Using estimates (5.15) and (5.16) in (5.14) we obtain

^)<<^ + -<<Mf±l! + 1

and hence the desired bound sa(x) <C 1.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
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6. Proof of Theorem 1: Necessity. We shall need the following variant of

Theorem 3.

THEOREM 3*. There exists a constant c with the following property. Let g,x

and 6 satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3. Set K = K(8) = exp(l/2<5). Then we
have either

(6.1) min      sa(x) < c
W<log(Kx)

or

(6.2) min    sa(x) >\log(l/28).
| a | < logx o

PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 3 we may assume that 6 is sufficiently small

and x sufficiently large. We apply Theorem 3 to the functions g(n)nia, \a\ < logx.

By the hypotheses of Theorem 3*, the function g(n) satisfies (2.7) and (2.8). The

functions g(n)nza, \a\ < logx, then satisfy (2.7) as well and, by Lemma 1 and (2.9),

also (2.8), provided we replace 8 by 8' = 28, say, and assume that x is sufficiently

large. Hence, by Theorem 3 we have for each a, \a\ < logx, either

min    sa+a*(x) < c   or    sa(x) > |log(l/<S').
|a'|<l/6'

If the first alternative holds for some a, ]a] < logx, then we obtain (6.1), and if the

second alternative holds for all such a, then (6.2) is satisfied. Thus, in any case,

either (6.1) or (6.2) must be satisfied, as asserted in Theorem 3*.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1: NECESSITY. We fix a real-valued additive function

/ and suppose that the distributions (1.2) converge towards a limit distribution.

Then the characteristic functions

(6.3) 0i(i)       *   £eit(/(»+i)-/(«))

n<x

converge pointwise to the characteristic function of the limit distribution, and the

convergence is uniform on every bounded i-interval. In particular, given any e > 0

there exist numbers xo(e) > 1 and to(e) > 0 such that

(6.4) \4>x(t) - 1] < e       (x> xo(e), \t\ < t0(e)).

It is this property that we shall use to obtain conditions (1.3) of the theorem.

For x > 2 and real a and t we define

,     .     v^ ]l-eHf^pia]2
sa(t; x) = ^ I-L_.

p<x

We divide the proof into three steps, given in the form of propositions. The first of

these is the most difficult one and depends on Theorem 3*.

PROPOSITION 1. There exist numbers x0 > 2 and t0 > 0 such that if x > xo

and \t] < to then sa(t;x) < c holds for some real number a = a(t;x) satisfying

]a] <C logx. Here c is the constant of Theorem 3*.

PROOF. We fix a number 6 > 0 sufficiently small to ensure that

(6.5) ilog(l/2o)>c + l,
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where c is the constant of Theorem 3*, and set K = exp(l/28).  We shall apply

Theorem 3* with this 8 and the functions g(n) = eJ'f(").  For sufficiently small t

we have
|l_ert/(a-)| ^ i

Z^ 2m ~4
m>l

and hence, for any real a,

e<t/(2")      ^ j^ 1      1

~l~  2-^1   2m(l + ia)     — Z^   2m(1+ict) 4 4
m>l m>l

Thus, hypothesis (2.7) holds for g(n) = elt^"\ if t is sufficiently small. To obtain

the second hypothesis (2.8), we note that, by Cauchy's inequality,

1 y |e«t/(n+l) _e»t/(n)|

y n<y

<   [  J_ V^ |e«*/(«+l) _ e't/(n) |2  J

V ̂ »<» y
= (2Re(l-0,(O))1/2,

where <py(t) is given by (6.3). By (6.4) this expression is < 8, provided that x >

x0(<52/2) and \t\ < t0(82/2). Thus (2.8) holds, if x > x0(82/2)1'6 and |t| < t0(82/2).

The hypotheses of Theorem 3* are therefore satisfied for the function g(n) = elt^"^

for all sufficiently large x and sufficiently small t, say x > x'0 and |i| < t'0, and we

conclude that for such x and t either

(6.6) min      sa(t;x) < c
\a\<log(Kx)

or

(6.7) min    sa(t;x) > ± log(l/2<5)
|a|<log x

holds.

Now set

il>x(t) = , , min      sQ(r.;x).
\a\<log(Kx)

The function Vx(0 is obviously continuous in t, uniformly on any finite x-interval,

and equal to zero at t = 0. Therefore, if we set

_ f min{|t|: rpx(t) = c}    if max^^ ipx(t) > c,

l. t'0    otherwise,

then tx is well defined and satisfies

(6.8) 0 < tx < t'0

and

(6.9) ipx(t)<c        (\t\<tx).
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Moreover, it is easy to see that tx is bounded from below on any finite x-interval.

We shall show that, with a suitable constant x0 > x'0, we have

(6.10) tx > tx/K        (x > x0).

This implies

tx >to    (x > x0)        with t0 =       inf       tx > 0.
xo/K<x<xa

By (6.9) and the definition of ipx(t) it follows that

min      sa(t;x) < c       (x > xo, \t\<to),
\a\<\og(Kx)

which is the assertion of Proposition 1.

It remains to prove (6.10). In view of (6.8), this holds trivially if tx = t'0. We

may therefore assume that tx < t'Q. Thus, by the definition oitx, we have, for either

t = tx or t = —tx,

min      sa(t;x) = ipx(t) = c.
|a|<log(Kx)

Hence (6.6) is not satisfied for this value of t, and therefore (6.7) must hold. Now

note that for any real a

,     »          /    x\          ^      \l-eltfWpia\2
sa(t;x)-sa(t;-j =      2^-

x/K<p<x

El 1- <  ~,
p - 2x/K<p<x r

provided x is sufficiently large. Therefore, using (6.7) and (6.5), we deduce

^xlK(t)=    min    sa(t;x/K)>    min    sa(t;x)-1/2
|a|<logx |ct|<logx

> (1/3) log(l/2<S) - 1/2 > c + 1/2.

In view of (6.9), this implies that tx/K < \t\ = tx and hence proves (6.10).

PROPOSITION 2. Let to be as in Proposition 1. Then for each t satisfying
\t\ < to there exists a real number a = a(t) such that the series J2P ]l—elt^pS>pia]2/p

is convergent, and its sum bounded uniformly for ]t\ < to.

PROOF. Let a(t;x) be defined as in Proposition 1. An application of Lemma 2

shows that if x > xo and ]t] < to, then we have, for x < x' < x2,

\a(t;x) -a(t;x')\ < l/(logx).

It readily follows from this that the limit a(t) = limx_oo a(t; x) exists and satisfies

a(t) = a(t;x) + 0(l/(logx))

uniformly for x > xo and |£| < to- The last relation implies

Sa(t)(t;x) =8a(t;x)(t;x) + 0(l),

and since, by Proposition 1, sa(t.x)(t;x) < c, we obtain

Eh - eitf(p)pia(t)l2
-[- =  lim sa{t)(t;x) < 1

p x—>oo
p

uniformly in \t\ < t0. This proves Proposition 2.
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PROPOSITION 3.   There exists a real number X such that condition (1.3) is sat-

isfied for h = f — X log.

PROOF. This can be deduced from the result of Proposition 2 in a well-known

manner; see, e.g., [2, p. 295].

With Proposition 3 the proof of the necessity part of Theorem 1 is complete.
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